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It’s time to grab new opportunities

I am a full time practicing Chartered Accountant

since 1998 and now seriously thinking of becoming an

Insurance Advisor, thanks to the ‘June, 2004 issue’ our

journal. The articles published in the issue, mentioning

about different avenues for CAs in Insurance Industry,

were really inspiring and I feel this is the right time to

make use of these avenues as described in the theme

article “Horizons widened for CAs, thanks Insurance”

in the journal.

Sanjay C.R

Member

Steps in right direction
I am amazed to go through the July 2004 issue of

our Institute’s journal that carried several informative,

thought-provoking and well-written articles on Direct

and Indirect Tax Proposals of Budget 2004-05.  The

efforts of the Editorial Board in selection and presenta-

tion of the articles within the shortest possible time after

the Budget deserve to be appreciated. The article titled

“Fiscal responsibility Issues” deserves a special men-

tion here.

I also welcome many new and talented authors

being given a chance in the Journal. It is suggested that

the Journal carries subject-wise detailed articles in each

issue for greater interest and benefit of the members. It

was for the first time that I went through the whole jour-

nal in so much of detail. I compliment and congratulate

the Editorial Board for making ‘The Chartered

Accountant’ a far better product than before.

P.M Shah

Member, Mumbai

A welcome change but more is needed

We all appreciate the changes in ICAI Journal pre-

sentation, keeping us updated of the ongoing

drastic changes in our profession. But can we extend it

to improve quality of paper and printing also?

C.V.P.R Sarma

Member

Letters To The Editor

Age is no bar to excel as professional

I am delighted to have recently become a

Chartered Accountant at the age of 60 and for the

consequent praise and accolades showered on me as

a practising member of the Institute.

A question oft asked is: What propelled me to

seek this qualification when peers in my age group

are leading a retired life. Let me confess: CA, for me,

had been a childhood ambition.

Two aspects dominated my CA decision. One,

ACCA or CPA did not captivate me.  Not because the

demand-supply factor is still slanted in favour of CA

population in India but because in India CA means a

lot more than ACCA.  Two, I had heard many young-

sters grumble about 'impossibility' of CA exams and

I felt that this myth deserved to be exploded. 

My deep-rooted interest in Accounting Standards

was rekindled during the time when ICAI came out

with a spate of new Standards. This helped me con-

tribute very significantly to a book titled "First

lessons in Accounting Standards" (4th Edition). All

this is in the past. There is a very long journey ahead

of me.  I look forward to being an earnest participant

in the activities of this great Institution.

To use the words of Thomas Jefferson, "I like the

dreams of the future better than the history of the past".
S.D Balasubramanyan

Member, Coimbatore

Write to the Editor
‘Information is Power’ and our ever-evolving pro-

fession needs more and more of that today than

ever before. Do you have any relevant points to

make, experiences to share, and views to spread

among the CA fraternity?  If yes, email us at 

ebsecretariat@icai.org / nadeem@icai.orgor write to:

The Journal Section,

ICAI, PO Box 7100, New Delhi 

— Editor


